Many events in different domains are characterized by a large number of individual moving elements, either in pursuit of a goal in groups (as in military operations), or subject to underlying physical forces that group elements with similar motion (as in weather phenomena). Visualizing and reasoning about happenings in such domains are often facilitated by abstracting the mass of spatiotemporal data into spatial diagrams of group motions, and overlaying them on abstractions of static features, like maps. The standard approach has been to use a clustering algorithm to group the entities and extract their motions, which often produces unsatisfactory results when the data is noisy and incomplete. In this paper, we present for the task a multilayered abductive inference framework where hypotheses largely flow upwards from raw data to a diagram, but there is also a top-down control that asks lower levels to supply alternatives if the higher level hypotheses are not deemed sufficiently coherent. This top-down-bottom-up interplay to combine numerical clustering algorithms with symbolic knowledge about consistency models the flexibility of human reasoning in such tasks that enables the framework to successfully deal with extremely noisy and incomplete data. We present experimental results as obtained by deploying the proposed framework and discuss several issues related to construction of such diagrams, from data sets over a few days of a large number of military units engaged in exercises at
Introduction

Group Motions Everywhere ...
There are group motions everywhere, such as clouds of electrons in a semiconductor or CRT, cluster of clouds in the sky, school of fishes in the sea, groups of soldiers in the battlefield, and so on. Reasoning about phenomena involving group motions often require abstracting, from the mass of details about the location of each entity at each time instant, just the right kind of spatial information, and creating diagrams that represent the information. Exactly what is abstracted and how it is going to be represented depends on the problem-solving goals for which we need the diagram. away details about individuals [5] . Thus they are useful for purposes, such as identifying defensive regions, the groups' ability to pass through various constrained spaces, or how vulnerable they are to attacks from specific enemy positions. The well known Minard's Map of Napoleon's Army is a representation that makes salient the tremendous losses Napoleon faced during his Russian Campaign of 1812 due to various reasons including changes in temperature [12] . Again, representing the same campaign with lines depicting motions of groups might be useful for understanding the maneuver intended by Napoleon's Army. Group motions abstracted as lines or curves of motion is useful for reasoning about where the units are going toward, whether specific assets of significance may be potentially threatened, what their intentions might be, etc [1] .
Perception and Domain Knowledge in Representation
Abstracting individual motions into group motions requires general physical knowledge as well as domain-specific knowledge. Human perception incorporates domain-independent knowledge for grouping into gestalt principles that suggest groupings and their motions to the human eye. But in specific domains, additional domain knowledge might be needed, to generate the appropriate abstractions, especially if the raw data is incomplete or noisy. For example, the domain knowledge that groups in the Army stay together because they are engaged in specific kinds of activities (unlike say groups that may form and disband among the audiences at a carnival); that groups tend to be hierarchically organized; that members from opposite sides cannot be part of the same group; and that the mobility capabilities of the units limit how rapidly they can change locations from one time instant to another. These need to be either explicitly or implicitly taken into account while abstracting group motions. This domain-specific knowledge is an important part of the model that drives any mechanism for drawing abstractions.
Current Focus
The focus of this work is abstracting group motions and representing them with directed curves. The research will be illustrated in the military domain, i.e. military units in motion for the execution of a plan. Commanders perform several kinds of abstractions for situation understanding and planning. They abstract motions of military units into curves of group motions, and terrain and static features of the landscape into regions of various types (e.g. passable vs. impassable), perimeters, points (such as assets), potential avenues of approach, etc. which are overlaid on top of a map. While our focus has been on military planning, the approach is potentially applicable to other domains such as team games, meteorology, etc. The proposed framework produces specific diagrams of group motions that are useful as representations for visualization by humans, and as intermediate representations for automated reasoning by problem-solvers such as the one proposed in [2] .
The Framework
The Task as Abductive Inference
We formulate the task as an instance of layered abduction. Abductive inference [8] , also often called "inference to best explanation", is a pattern of inference usually stated as, "Hypothesis H explains the data, i.e. H would cause the data if H were true. No other hypothesis explains the data as well as H does. So we conclude H is probably true." Layered abduction occurs when the problem being solved is composed of different levels of hypotheses where a hypothesis might be explained in terms of a hypothesis at a different level of abstraction or understanding. In our case, the observations to be explained are the data corresponding to the locations of the various entities over time. The explanation is the description of groups and their motions, which in turn are explained by the higher level goals of the commander. That is, the observed data are explained by the fact that groups of certain kinds exist and they move in a certain way in order to satisfy the commander's plans and intents. In this paper, we focus in depth on generating the most plausible hypothesis about what the groups are and how they are moving. The choice of hypothesis is revised when the best hypothesis does not match the expectations of the problem-solver, i.e. a lesser plausible competing hypothesis might be deemed more plausible on the grounds that it better satisfies the constraints the problem-solver is looking for in a hypothesis. For example, the reasoning system might infer certain intentions as the best explanation of all the observations, which in turn might suggest a different hypothesis made at a lower level. Thus, even though most of the information flow will be bottom-up, there will be some top-down flow of information, potentially influencing the choice of lower level hypotheses or even questioning the data and modifying it.
Layered abduction is especially useful as a framework because it is capable of handling uncertainties and incompleteness of various kinds [4] . In the military domain, the input data is incomplete and noisy, so there is rarely an immediate and clear-cut explanation of the data. Thus the stance of abductive inference, that inferences are hypotheses (i.e., with additional information we might change our mind), is an important way in which the uncertainties can be handled. Another aspect of the layered abduction framework is that the answer is obtained by comparing at multiple layers, implicitly or explicitly, alternative hypotheses that offer to explain the same observations. In the proposed framework, though standard clustering techniques will be used as the basic tool for grouping, we will be using it in a way that is informed by the above considerations. Specifically, at each point where we can make an inference, we will have the system make and keep a list of alternative hypotheses along with their plausibilities, so that as hypotheses are composed, the system will have at its disposal many good alternatives to choose from, thereby leaving the opportunity of top-down information flow typically absent in standard approaches.
The Task: A Formal Characterization
The task is to generate lines of motions of groups at multiple levels of organization, where each level of organization provides more details of the group motions compared to its immediate higher level. In order to understand the sources of the computational complexities involved in the task, and what kinds of heuristics might help us tame these complexities, formalization of the task is required.
Let T : t 1 , t 2 , ...t f be a sequence of indices, P : {p 1 , p 2 , ...p M } be a set of properties, and
is the value of the property p r for element x j at index t i . In the military example, x j are Army entities, t i are time instants, P is the set of attributes of the units, such as location and identity (friendly or enemy). Γ : X(t 1 ), X(t 2 ), ...X(t f ) is the set of data containing for each time instant the location and identity of the individuals. In this example, only P may change values with time and individuals.
Definition 2.1 (Partition or Grouping)
Given the set X at a particular index, a set G : {g 1 , g 2 , ...g k } is a grouping or partition of X at that index, into k subsets, if
Definition 2.2 (Hierarchical Grouping)
A hierarchical grouping (HG) of a set X at a given index, is a tree structure Θ at that index, each node v of which has associated with it X v , a non-empty subset of X, such that
• If X v is not a singleton set, v has at least two and at most #(X v ) 1 children. Furthermore, the sets associated with the children of v constitutes a grouping of X v .
• If X v is a singleton set, v has no children and is a leaf node.
Definition 2.3 (Hierarchical Grouping Sequence)
A hierarchical grouping sequence (HGS), Ψ, is a sequence Θ(t 1 ), Θ(t 2 ), ...Θ(t f ) , where Θ(t i ) is a HG of a set X at index t i .
Given a dataset Γ, the number of possible HGSs can become very large rapidly. To start with grouping, the number of k partitions of a set of N elements is given by the Sterling number of the second kind, S(N, k), and the number of partitions is given by the Bell Number, which is the sum of these Sterling numbers over k. A sense of how rapidly they grow is given by noting that the Bell Numbers for N = 8, 9, and 10 are 4140, 21147, and 115975 respectively. In our applications, N can be in the range of hundreds if not thousands. The number of possible HGs grows even faster than the number of groupings, since each grouping for data at a given instant can be further grouped hierarchically, another step that grows combinatorially. If n i be the number of HG hypotheses stored at time instant t i , then the number of possible HGS hypotheses is f i=1 n i -again, a large number for even moderate sized data sets, and moderate values of f , the number of time instants. In particular, if we store only three HG hypotheses at each instant over a period of ten hours sampled every ten minutes (as is typically the case in our data sets), then the size of the HGS hypothesis space is a whopping 3 60 (≈ 10 29 ).
Computational Strategy
Exploring such a huge hypothesis space to infer the best hypothesis, especially when the input data is not very reliable, is a computational challenge even for modern supercomputers. But at the same time, it is not desirable to explore a small hypothesis subspace and infer a hypothesis that is not guaranteed to be the best. A natural strategy in such cases is to influence the search for best hypothesis heavily by top-down flow of higher level knowledge relevant to the domain, which is adopted in the proposed framework. Our computational framework is composed of three distinct stages, each of which computes partial solutions subject to the demands of the task, eventually producing the best hypothesis for the task.
Stage 1: Bottom-up hypothesis generation:
For each time instant, we generate a set of good hypotheses about meaningful HGs, based on proximity, similarity of identity and velocity of the units, and assign plausibility to each hypothesis.
Stage 2: Hypothesis assembly: From the HG hypotheses, we extract a consistent account of HGSs and the groups' motions over time, and draw curves describing the motions of the centroid of each group in order to obtain the desired diagram.
Stage 3: Top-down hypothesis selection: From a possible exponentially large number of HGS hypotheses, the best hypothesis, as generated and evaluated by the bottom-up hypothesis generator, is presented. The problem-solver either accepts the presented hypothesis, or makes the hypothesis generator know about its dissatisfaction over the specific regions of the presented hypothesis that do not match its expectations. The hypothesis generator looks for alternative HG hypotheses at the specified time instants to produce the HGS hypothesis that best suits the problem-solver's expectations.
A Layered Abductive Inference Framework for Diagramming Group Motions
The Solution Approach
Measures of Goodness
In order to choose the good hypotheses, we need measures to judge the goodness of hypotheses. In the proposed approach, the following two measures of goodness are expected to be satisfied by the highly plausible hypotheses.
Goodness of Grouping: Good groupings satisfy a measure of "closeness": the closeness within members of a group would be maximized while the closeness between groups would be minimized with respect to a set of properties. This is the goal of various cluster analysis algorithms. The hierarchical groups would also satisfy a similar measure. The same notion of closeness is applied recursively over groupings at various levels of the hierarchy. The set of properties is domain and application specific. In the military example, for units that belong to the same side spatial location is the most important property of interest. Gestalt psychologists have proposed a set of "Laws" that govern grouping by perceptions: the Laws of Similarity, Proximity, Common Fate, and Simplicity. The first three assert that similar elements, elements that are spatially close to each other, and elements that have a similar motion tend to be grouped together. Simplicity asserts that when more than one figure is perceived, the simplest alternative is chosen. For our data sets, we have experimented with using location alone, and location and velocity, but we have found that taking velocity into account provides only a modest improvement, at best, over using location alone, though velocity plays a pivotal role in handling the data association problem (discussed later) from one frame to another.
We use a measure that conforms to Gestalt's Law of Simplicity to evaluate a grouping hypothesis. For each time instant, and for k=1, 2, 3, etc., we use a clustering algorithm 2 to generate the best k-grouping, say G k , of the data, and assign a plausibility 3 for each G k , the plausibility measure being given by
where σ 2 i is the total variance when the data set is partitioned into i clusters, N is the number of elements in the data set, a and b are parameters that allow the problem-solver to determine how much the system complexity should be emphasized for a particular application [1] . The numerator in equation (3.1) serves to provide a measure of improvement that the system has achieved by partitioning the given data set into k clusters with respect to a single cluster while the denominator takes into account the system complexity incurred in the form of increase in number of clusters. Eventually, that k is chosen for which the plausibility is the highest. Such a measure can be used to determine the number of clusters present in a data set, which is still an open research problem [11] .
Horizontal Consistency or Consistency across time instants: A highly plausible HGS would satisfy a measure of goodness couched in terms of consistency between HGs across time instants. In order for group motions to make sense, groups have to tend to stay together -if membership in the various groups at one instant is significantly different from memberships in groups at the next instant, there is no group cohesion, and meaningful lines 2 Details of the clustering algorithm are not discussed here as the proposed framework is equally applicable for any standard clustering algorithm (see [7] for a review), but for the record, we used a variant of the Self-Organizing Map [9] , the details of which can be found in [1] . 3 For a scientific treatise of plausibility as used in the present context, refer to Appendix B of [8] .
representing motions of groups cannot be drawn. For ensuring consistency, we inevitably face the classical data association problem [3, 10] as in our analysis, we do not know the individual identity of an entity at each time frame. In this work, we adopt the projectednearest-neighbor approach, whereby the location of a military unit in the next frame is projected knowing its velocity (speed and direction) in the present and past few frames with more weightage given to the information from more recent frames. The unit in the next frame which is located nearest to the projected location of the unit in the present frame is considered the same as the unit in the present frame. This simple approach yields impressive results when the data has been sampled closely enough, but if a number of military units suddenly appear or disappear in a given frame, the approach results in some spurious lines of motion. Generally two kinds of horizontal inconsistency are observed -one for a considerable length of time during which a consistent sequence of HGs cannot be observed, and another typically for less than an hour for our data sets when there is a short burst of inconsistency. A major reason for the occurrence of the former case is the presence of very few entities and their somewhat random nature of movements in the data set. Such inconsistencies are often overcome by explaining the ongoing phenomenon by the motion of a single group. The later case happens comparatively more frequently for various reasons pertaining to noisy and incomplete data. In order to overcome such adverse situations, at each time instant, we check if the groupings with lesser plausibilities might provide a better explanation. This procedure generally suffices to provide a consistent account of the ongoing phenomenon.
In domains where groups are formed in response to causal phenomena at higher levels, such as plans that are formulated and implemented in terms of groups and their motions, groups will in fact tend to stay together, except for those instances in which a group might split to go in different directions, or two or more groups merge. In such domains, two HGs over neighboring instants of time would be deemed more or less consistent to the degree that the first HG is similar to the second one in membership and the hierarchical structure. Given three neighboring HGs, say, if the second HG corresponds to one of the groups in the first HG splitting up, and if the third HG corresponds to the same grouping as the first one, that set of three would be scored less consistent than another three in which the third HG confirms the existence or progression of the split, or the second HG shows no split. In our application, we can identify a window of time instances beyond which two HGs are essentially independent.
The application of the above ideas means that we can focus on generating HGs for the data for each time instant, and then using knowledge about consistency, come up with some consistent HGSs.
Complexity Management
As discussed in section 2.2, the hypothesis space for groupings is huge, with the hypothesis spaces for HGs and HGSs being orders of magnitude larger. Here are some heuristics found useful to control the complexity of computation.
Treat candidate hypotheses with small differences as essentially the same hypothesis. We treat two grouping hypotheses as essentially the same if they have the same number of groups and any two corresponding groups differ in memberships by no more than m% of elements. We treat two HGs as essentially the same if they agree on the tree structure at least up to level L (where level 1 is the root node) and if the groupings at each level up to level L are essentially the same. Finally, we treat two HGSs as essentially similar, if the corresponding HGs for the time instants are essentially the same, or when they differ, the difference is with respect to the instants at which groups divide or merge, and these differences are within τ time instants. The parameters m, L, τ are domain and application specific. In our application, given the quality of the data and the purpose for which we are constructing the lines of motions of groups, we have found that values of m as high as 10 are acceptable. The level L below which groupings are not significant is determined by the kinds of higher level inferences that are of interest. Fine details of grouping in the military domain may reflect the local terrain more than higher level goals. Even when two HGSs mostly agree with respect to the HGs for various instants, they may differ with respect to where each asserts groups are dividing or merging, and τ measures the tolerance needed for application purposes. These measures of tolerance, when they are properly chosen, result in a vast decrease in the effective size of the search space, without impacting significantly on the quality of the results.
Maintain only a small number of highly plausible alternative hypotheses at each instant. The computational complexity of hypothesis assembly can be significantly reduced by retaining only a small number of highly plausible hypotheses for each local set of data. Since top-down information will eventually play a vital role in determining the best hypothesis, it is highly unlikely that good HGS hypotheses will be missed by adopting this heuristic.
Experimental Results
The proposed framework has been deployed to abstract lines of group motions from a number of data sets of military units engaged in exercises at the National Technical Center, USA. A particular labeling procedure is followed in all the illustrated diagrams in accordance with the US Army field manuals [6] . The paths followed by the centroids of the grouped units are marked with lines with arrow heads depicting the directions of motions. The centroids are denoted by dots.
For the version of the problem in the military domain, the input data sets used in our experiments are noisy because of the use of very primitive tracking techniques which are no longer in vogue. These tracking systems fail to receive GPS signals from military units under cloud cover or due to other such interference. As a result, units crop up now and then after being absent for considerable lengths of time. It becomes very difficult to assess the velocity information of such units and hence, often leads to spurious groupings if velocity information is used at all. After a military unit has perished, its GPS still remains active sending out false positive signals, thus adding spurious information to the data. In order to get rid of this information, we track only the moving units in the process of diagrammatization.
The proposed framework is capable of generating lines of group motions at multiple levels of organization, the desired level is chosen by the automated problem-solver or human user by fixing the values of parameters a and b in equation (3.1). Figs. 2-9 illustrate the three stages of computation of the framework. Given a data set, the HGs are hypothesized at each sampling instant associated with each of which is a plausibility at each level of organization. A HG hypothesis is considered more plausible than another if the plausibility of grouping at the desired level of organization of one HG scores higher than the same of the other HG. However, at a different level of organization, the other HG could have been more plausible. Fig. 2 shows the most plausible groupings generated as bottom-up hypotheses versus the corresponding expected groupings of the problem-solver. Figs. 3-8 illustrate the selection of hypothesis using top-down information. In each of the figures, the three most plausible HG hypotheses are shown with the desired level of organization shaded. The corresponding group memberships and the variation of plausibility with number of groups are shown in adjacent figures to the left. The figures depict how the most plausible HGS hypothesis composed of the most plausible and consistent HG hypotheses generated in a bottom-up manner is overridden by lesser plausible HG hypotheses, for example at instants t=1490 mins, 1510 mins, to satisfy the expectations of the problemsolver. In the example, the problem-solver does not expect the groups to split and merge in a short span of 20 minutes which might have happened due to variations in the terrain or any other such reason not important for determining military maneuvers, the assumed goal of the problem-solver in this case. On the other hand, if the goal of the problem-solver was to determine the nature of the terrain from the motions of the units, then such a merge and split would not have been unexpected, and hence, the urge to look for alternative hypothesis would not have arisen. If alternative plausible hypotheses do not exist to satisfy the higher level expectations, the data might be questioned. Fig. 9 shows the final groupings for the friendly and enemy sides and the lines of group motions of the two sides. A major merge and a split can be seen to have taken place. in the illustration. The lines of motion in the extracted diagram follow the same path as the lines of motion drawn by the expert in the field of military maneuvers using his background knowledge after knowing the actual facts that happened during the execution of the maneuver. This maneuver has been identified as a frontal attack by domain experts [6] , which is clearly evident from our extracted diagram.
It is noteworthy that motions, such as zigzags caused by local terrain, non-directional movements for preparing defenses, movements due to local confrontations, etc. are not significant for understanding attacks/retreats, and might be abstracted out. The series of diagrams in Fig. 11 shows, using the same data as in Fig. 10 , the resultant motions after the motions that are insignificant for the recognition of maneuvers have been abstracted away at different degrees of details.
Conclusions
A layered abduction framework was presented for extracting lines of group motions from information about a large number of individual entities whose locations and motions reflect underlying plans and intentions. The problem was decomposed into three computational stages -bottom-up hypothesis generation, hypothesis assembly, and top-down hypothesis selection. We illustrated through experiments in real world scenario how the framework is capable of handling very noisy data and still come up with the best hypothesis exploring the huge hypothesis space with the help of top-down influence. The approach enables numerical grouping algorithms to be combined with higher level symbolic knowledge in a way to more powerfully model human flexibility in constructing diagrams from inconsistent and incomplete data. The framework will be useful in other domains, such as meteorology and team sports, where reasoning effectively might require suppression of details about individual motions and extracting a diagram that is a perspicuous summary of the underlying causal phenomena. Future research aims at better integrating the diagram extraction system with the high level problem-solver, and making the diagram construction more sensitive to topdown information flow.
